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"Midas Solid Gold," A division of EDC Capital, show their fully automated
Forex trading technology as the Midas Forex road show debuts London.

Automatic trading is now viable in the global Forex market: www.midasmoneymasters.com

London England (PRWEB UK) 29 December 2012 -- The Midas Solid Gold Forex Road Show flew into
London with a team assembled from Hong Kong, Israel and Vanuatu to present extensive test results to an
exclusive, invited audience from the world of finance.

After almost 4 years in development, and more than 1 year of successful "Live Trading" accounts with real
money, Midas Solid Gold's fully automated Forex trading platform is now poised for the next leap forward,
with a newly upgraded algorithm that promises to reduce draw down and deliver consistently spectacular
results for Midas account holders.

UK marketing directors for Midas, Mitchell Herber & Scobie Ryder, were on hand to comment:
"A 7% Per Month Gross figure may appear almost too good to be true, however; regardless of healthy
skepticism, these are actual results from our tests with real/historical data."

Midas can now show clients how to effortlessly achieve consistent profits on the Forex market.

Midas Solid Gold displayed several live verified accounts currently running on FXCM, ( the 2nd largest Forex
traders in the world) to those attending, using historical data from current live trading accounts on FCXM.

"Although these accounts are still young, performance to date clearly indicates that the back-testing data does in
fact measure up to reality," said program technician Guy Sagy.

Having presented 6.75 years of consistently impressive back test results, several high worth individuals and
institutional investment groups are now stepping forward to try the Midas Solid Gold"set it and forget it"
algorithm, adding to the seven figure sums already in play with existing clients.

"Clients really can make money in their sleep."

With this tried and well tested mathematical algorithm, there is no longer any need for users to be stuck for
hours behind computers. Midas really does all the work for clients.

Points to note:

Midas Solid Gold have no access to clients money.

There are no up front fees whatsoever.

The company only gets paid on positive results, via profits generated in client accounts.

All Forex trades are performed by the Midas Solid Gold technology automatically.

"There are 128 complex parameters constantly working in the background to make the right trades while
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looking at the market every 15 seconds. This algorithm automatically builds profits for Midas clients.
Unhindered by human interference there is an increased and more consistent profitability ratio"

Midas Solid Gold's Forex profit predictions were viewed as "hugely impressive"in the current global market
conditions by all those given access to the relevant test data.

For more information go to: www.midasmoneymasters.com
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Contact Information
Scobie Ryder
EDC Capital Vanuatu
http://www.edcvanuatu.com
07594 006453

Mitchell herber
EDC CAPITAL VANUATU
http://www.edcvanuatu.com

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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